1st Endorsement  
October 17, 2018

Respectfully referred to the following School Heads, the herein invitation of the Teachers’ Dignity Coalition RE: Mid-Term Forum-Consultation on Teachers’ Rights and Welfare on October 20, 2018, for appropriate action.

1. Cecille Marmol, Bagong Nayon II NHS
2. Domingo Gabiola, San Roque NHS
3. Gloria Mequiabas, Bagong Nayon II NHS
4. Joel Caramat, Antipolo City SHS
5. Luigie Basas, Dalig NHS
6. Ma. Rosario Carson, San Jose NHS
7. Marie Cris Roco-Escape, Mambagan NHS
8. Mark Francis Señido, Bagong Nayon II NHS
9. Ramsie Fernando, Bagong Nayon I ES
10. Sheila Yanto, Juan Sumulong ES

DR. ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA, CESO V  
Schools Division Superintendent

Antipolo City Sports Educational Hub, Sen. L. Sumulong Circle, Brgy. San Isidro, Antipolo 1110 Tel: (02) 263-7204-05 depedantipolo.com

“EDUKASYONG TAPAT AT SAPAT DAPAT PARA SA LAHAT”
11 October 2018

DR. DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO
Regional Director
Department of Education- Region IV-A
Karangalan Village, Cainta, Rizal

Thru: THE RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS/ SCHOOL HEADS

Sir;

Greetings of Peace!

The Teachers’ Dignity Coalition (TDC) will be having a whole day meeting-consultation with its leaders and members on October 20, Saturday from 9:00AM to 4:00PM at the Covered Court of Morning Breeze Elementary School, Caloocan City. The meeting dubbed as “Mid-Term Forum-Consultation on Teachers’ Rights and Welfare” is expected to gather some 500 teacher-leaders and school heads from the National Capital Region (NCR), Region III and Region IV-A.

The forum aims to tackle urgent and important matters for the teachers and the Department of Education (DepEd) in general. As the group’s commitment to the DepEd’s mission and vision, we are gathering our leaders to come-up with concrete recommendations for the appropriate actions of the DepEd Management.

In this light, we would like to request your support by endorsing the attendance of the teacher-leaders in the list to their respective schools division superintendents and school heads and allow them to charge the expenses from canteen or any available school funds. Those who are not in the list may still join the activity provided that they will make arrangements with our secretariat. Participants are requested to contribute a minimal amount of P200.00 for food, documents and other incidental expenses.

We hope that this humble initiative may help the education sector and facilitate the clarification on several matters in relation to our respective roles in this department.

For other queries, interested parties may communicate our Secretariat at mobile number 0935-3279359 and look for Ms. Darlene Loro or with the undersigned at 0927-3356375. Morning Breeze Elementary School is located at Morning Breeze Subdivision, Caloocan City (walking distance or accessible thru tricycle from EDSA-MCU, Caloocan City).

Thank you very much and we anticipate your most prompt favorable response.

Respectfully yours,

BENJO G. BASAS
Chairperson
67. MARLON P. DOROJA, KABISIG ES
68. MARY JANE PANALIGAN, GURONASYON FOUNDATION INC. NHS
69. MAUREEN M. LAXAMANA, JALAJALA ES
70. MAYET P. DELA CRUZ, BURGOS ES
71. MELANIE B. NEJAR, COLEGIO DE MONTALBAN
72. MELISA C. CENIDOZA, ANGONO ES
73. MELITA P. MIRANDA, PALAYPALAY ES
74. MERWIN VERGARA , SAN JOSE LITEX SHS
75. MICHAEL GAROVILLAS, GURONASYON FINHS
76. MILDRED E. GARCIA, JALAJALA ES
77. MYRA A. FRANCISCO, BURGOS ES
78. NELIA ONG, SAN JOSE LITEX SHS
79. NOLI DIAZ, BARAS ES
80. NORELYN V. GUTIERREZ, CANIOGAN ES
81. PERCIVAL R. CALANASAN, BURGOS NHS
82. RAQUEL SJ. RAMIREZ, JAES
83. RENATO PASANA, C. AQUINO ES
84. RENSEL A. JUCO, TANAY EAST NHS
85. REYNALDO M. GRANA, VICENTE MADRIGAL NHS
86. RICARDO DE GUZMAN, EXODUS ES
87. RIZA T. DE GUZMAN, CANTA II DISTRICT
88. ROCAN PANGAN, JALAJALA NHS
89. ROEL C. VELASCO, JOSE FABELLA MS
90. ROLAND J. FERRERA, BARAS ES
91. ROMMEL R. FRANCISCO, TERESA NHS
92. ROSARIO ROXANNE P. RADA, SAN JOSE LITEX SHS
93. ROSEMARIE A. SANTOS, MAHABANG PARANG NHS
94. ROTSEN QUITIONG, TANAY I DISTRICT
95. ROVELO M. GABUT, STA. INES HS
96. RUBEN SJ. MERCADO, BANGAL ES
97. RULLY DELOS POYOS, TANAY NHS
98. RUTCHELL S. OBAN, KABISIG ES
99. SAFTONIO S. LUPAZ, TERESA ES
100. SHARMAINE SEGUIN, TANAY I DISTRICT
101. SHEENA M. JEBUNAN, EXODUS ES
102. SHIELA. T. DILIDILI, SAN JOSE LITEX SHS
103. SYMONETH SJ. SEVILLA, TADLAK ES
104. VICTOR A. MAGDAMO, GURONASYON FINHS
105. YOLANDA BAUTISTA, FELIX SAN VICTORES ES
106. ZANDRO MORA, BARAS ES
107. ZENAIDA P. BARGAMENTO, QUITERIO SAN JOSE ES

ANTIPOLLO CITY
1. CECILLLE MAROBOL, BAGONG NAYON II NHS
2. DOMINGO GABIOLA, SAN ROQUE NHS
3. GLORIA MEQUABAS, BAGONG NAYON II NHS
4. JOEL B. DULACAN, BAGONG NAYON ES
5. JOEL CARAMAT, ANTIPOLLO NHS- SENIOR HS
6. LUIGIE BASAS, DALIG NHS
7. MA. ROSARIO W. CARSON, MAMBUGAN NHS
8. MARIA CRIS ROCO-ESCAPE, MAMBUGAN NHS
9. MARK FRANCIS G. SEÑIDO, BAGONG NAYON II NHS
10. RAMSIE H. FERNANDO, BAGONG NAYON I ES
11. SHIELA YANTO, BAGONG NAYON ES